
GL03 (DuPage) FAASTeam presents:

IMC Club Monthly Meeting - EAA Chapter 414



Believing that safety and proficiency are
developed through education and experiences,
monthly meetings use real world scenarios to
engage our members and allow them to share
and build their experience. All pilots are welcome;
both instrument and non-instrument rated are
invited.

A flying scenario is presented that is based on
actual events; submitted by one of the club
members, actual NTSB reports, eye witness
accounts or news reports. Some aspects may
have been changed, such as location, aircraft
type, meteorological conditions, etc. It also may
have been embellished to enhance the
presentation or make it more appealing to a
larger audience with varying skill levels.

Scenarios are intended to create an environment
for guided discussion on the lead object of the
scenario’s subject. It is IMC Club’s discussion
facilitator’s responsibility to suggest variables in
the scenario.

Event Details

Wed, Feb 21, 2018 - 19:00 CST

Stick & Rudder Flying Club

2341 West Beach Road

Waukegan, IL 60087

Contact: Bob Hamilton
(847) 344-4494

rhamilton@gha-engineers.com

Select #: GL0380941

Representative SAMUEL ANTHONY

BATTAGLIA



Directions: By automobile, enter the airport from the East on
Lewis Avenue to Beach Road. Proceed West until the end of
the road where the Stick & Rudder Flying Club will be on the
left.

By air, navigate to KUGN and after landing request taxi
instructions to the Stick & Rudder Flying Club ramp.

A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!

The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need
alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the

“Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.


